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Dufferin-Peel Catholic District School Board
• The second largest Catholic board in
Ontario, serving Mississauga, Brampton,
Caledon, and Dufferin county.
• Focus on formation of student success and
growth according to the Ontario Catholic
School Graduate Expectations and in
keeping with the Catholic Social Teachings.

• Improvement planning rooted in inquiry,
collaboration, and responding to evidence.

Connecting Research to Practice
Structuring Partnerships
Building Capacity

Gathering Evidence
Communicating What We Learn

How do we connect research to practice?

Structuring Partnerships

• When does research need to be connected to
practice?

• What is our focus and what do we want to
achieve?
• What are the expectations for members of
the partnership?

Shared Understandings

• How will we maintain the work of the
partnership?
• How will leadership be structured (i.e., formal
versus informal leadership)?

Structuring Partnerships
Research-practitioner structures and processes
• Academic consultants
• Administrators
• Educators and
support staff

• Strategic planning
• Family of Schools
• Other departments

•
•
•
•
•

Family of Schools
Local schools
Administrators
Educators
Community partners

• Student learning,
achievement,
and well-being

• Develop a common language regarding
research, education, and practice
• Collaboratively define research questions,
purpose, goals, and anticipated outcomes

Building Capacity

• Represent broad local perspectives (e.g.,
students, parents, parishes, community
members)

• Create opportunities to share knowledge, skills,
and expertise

Using Research

Building Capacity: Understanding Perspectives
• Academic and applied research
• Real-world challenges in education
• Determining what works, for whom, and under
what conditions
• Power of relationship/trusting relationships
• Informed decision-making and professional
judgment
• Open mindset

Building Capacity: Monitoring Progress and Impact
Identify areas for
improvement. What is
the evidence telling us?

PLAN:
REFLECT:
Reflections

Needs
Assessment

PLAN:

ASSESS:

Anticipated
Outcome

Results
Develop an action
plan. What steps do
we need to take?
Who will be involved?

Set the goal. What
does/will it look like?
How will we know
when we get there?

PLAN:
Actions
Continuous Improvement Cycle, Steven Katz

Goal Setting and Conditions for Goals
•

Educators, students, or parents feel they have the capacity to meet the goals
(for example, resources, training, support)

• People are committed to the goals. This requires that they understand and
value the goals.
• The goals are specific and unambiguous. Specificity makes it possible to
assess progress and adjust practice accordingly.

Source: Exploring Five Core Leadership Capacities. Setting Goals: The Power of Purpose. From Research to Policy to Effective Practice, Ideas Into Action
for School and System Leaders. Ontario Ministry of Education. Winter 2013-14

Goal Checklist for Improvement Planning
 Is my goal specific and measurable?
 Is my goal relevant and connected to a big idea (but it is not the big idea)?

 Have I considered the steps I will need to take achieve my goal?
 Does my goal use clear, intentional, and concise language?
 Does my goal use simple language that can be understood by all audiences?

 Does my goal use verbs that describe specific and measureable actions? (Verbs
to avoid: understand, believe, appreciate, have faith in, learn)

Building Capacity in Dufferin-Peel
Improvement
Planning Council

Professional Learning
Networks

Family of Schools
Initiatives

• Integral to the Board
Improvement Learning
Cycle
• Platform to share
learnings (“DP
Innovates”)
• Data mining and sharing
• School team planning
• Goal development

• PODs, PLTs
• Focused on shared
interests/learning needs
• Classroom visits and
observations
• Platform to share
learnings
• Goal development

• Focused on student
learning, achievement,
and well-being
• Family Improvement
Teams (FIT)
• Resources, supports,
interventions
• Goal development

Planning and identifying evidence prior to
collection

Gathering Evidence

•

What evidence matters relative to the goal?

•

What sources of evidence are available? (i.e.,
Sample of students/educators? Whole
school/grade levels?)

•

What existing tools are available to collect
evidence? Do new tools need to be developed?

Data literacy

Measuring Progress and
Impact

• Quantitative versus qualitative evidence
• Supporting tool development

Gathering Evidence: Measuring Progress and Impact
PLAN:
REFLECT:
Reflections

Needs
Assessment

PLAN:

ASSESS:
Develop an action plan.
What steps do we need
to take?
Who will be involved?
What evidence do we
need to collect?

Anticipated
Outcome

Results
PLAN:
Actions

Continuous Improvement Cycle, Steven Katz

Gathering Evidence in Dufferin-Peel
Improvement
Planning Council
• Development of systemwide evidence collection
tools for monitoring the
board plan
• Consultation with
schools regarding
identification and
collection of evidence

Professional Learning
Networks
• School and educator
level feedback to inform
professional learning needs

Family of Schools
Initiatives
• Pilot projects
• Collaborative inquiries
• Student voice

• Understanding what the evidence is
telling us
• Identify the strengths and limitations of
the research

Communicating What
We Learn

• Communicating our findings is critical
to determining next steps
• Respecting diversity of school cultures

Work in Progress . . .

Communicating What We Learn: Informing Practice
Reflect on the process.
What happened? What
worked? What didn’t
work? How can this data
inform next steps?

PLAN:
REFLECT:

Reflections

Needs
Assessment

PLAN:

ASSESS:
Measure and analyze
the goal.
What did I do to measure
the outcome of my goal?
What are the data telling
me about my progress
and/or impact?

Anticipated
Outcome

Results

PLAN:
Actions

Continuous Improvement Cycle, Steven Katz

Communicating What We Learn in Dufferin-Peel
Improvement
Planning Council
Supporting data
literacy
Data mining

Professional
Data sharing
Learning
Networks Use of a variety
of online
reporting tools

Family of
Schools
Initiatives

Next Steps for Consideration
Structuring Partnerships
Expanding the understanding of the partnership with all in organization
Action plans informed by data

Building Capacity
Intentional focus on assessment and reflection components at all levels

Continue to focus on action steps related to goals

Gathering Evidence
Extend our sources of evidence and connect directly to next steps
Expand our understanding, use, and interpretation of types of data

Next steps:
• Enhancing the structures for
communication

Communicating What
We Learn

• Continue to emphasize the use of
evidence to inform decision-making
and next steps

• Monitoring the response to research
recommendations
• Generalizability and modelling

Work in Progress . . .

Thank You!

